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2 QUOTES AND A  LIE
The Rules:
1. Decide whether you will play individually or on teams (if you choose to play the 

team version, have each team pick a team captain), and choose a Game Master, 
who will read the quotes and keep track of the score.

2. Choose a category (or play the Deluxe Read Local Version by reading clues from 
all three categories).

3. Game Master will read the book title, author’s name, and one-line book 
description. Then, they will read each of the three quotes, one at a time. (Make 
sure to mix it up, so players won’t know which one is the made-up quote!)

4. Players may ask for any or all of the quotes to be read again, if they are having 
trouble deciding which one is the lie.

5. Let everyone guess which quote is the lie. For individual play, have everyone 
write their guesses on a piece of paper. For team play, the team captain will give 
the answer for their team.

6. After everyone has made their guesses, reveal the correct (incorrect?) answer.

7. Score 1 point for every correct answer. In case of a tie, the person who had the 
most correct answers IN A ROW wins.
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Picture Books 2019/20

Malala Yousafzai: Warrior with Words
ISBN: 978-1-62014-838-9

Author: Karen Leggett Abouraya
 Picture book biography of Pakistani education activist Malala Yousafzai

Real Quote #1: We were told not to wear colorful clothes.

Real Quote #2: Our words can change the world.

Made-up Quote: I really love my village in Afghanistan.

The Princess and the Frogs
ISBN: 978-0062365910

Author: Veronica Bartles
 Princess Cassandra wants a frog, but she keeps kissing them goodnight and gets princes 
instead. Princes aren’t pets!

Real Quote #1: The mouse was too squeaky.

Real Quote #2: Princes aren’t pets!

Made-up Quote: I won’t kiss a frog!

Finding the Speed of Light: The 1676 Discovery that Dazzled the World
ISBN: 978-0884485452

Author: Rebecca Evans
 Using a telescope and a watch, astronomer Ole Romer measured the speed of light when 
most scientists didn’t even believe that light traveled

Real Quote #1: In Paris, Ole liked French food, especially a new dessert the French had just 
created: ice cream

Real Quote #2: If we don’t leave now it will take us 434 years to get to Mars instead of 62 
years!

Made-up Quote: Do you think ice cream would melt if it traveled at the speed of light?
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Except When They Don’t
ISBN: 978-1499808049

Author: Laura Gehl
 A humorous rhyming take on gender stereotypes, this book celebrates the individuality of 
every single kid

Real Quote #1: Girls like pom-poms, pink, and jewels.

Real Quote #2: Boys like race cars, loud and fast.

Made-up Quote: Girls like princess gowns and heels.

Sounds of the Savanna
ISBN: 978-1628556322

Author: Terry Catasús Jennings
 Prey use sound to get away from predators, but predators have to eat. Life in the Savanna 
is a dance for survival.

Real Quote #1: Several monkeys gang up on a snake.

Real Quote #2: Tomorrow, his skin will grow back.

Made-up Quote: The lion cubs play at their nursery school.

Zapato Power: Freddie Ramos Hears It All
ISBN: 978-0-8075-9500-8

Author: Jacqueline Jules
 Can Freddie Ramos learn to use his new super hearing without becoming a super snoop?

Real Quote #1: Sometimes being a superhero is lonely.

Real Quote #2: This was the kind of thing a superhero was supposed to stop.

Made-up Quote: Did she see me disappear in a cloud of smoke?
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Mother Ghost: Nursery Rhymes for Little Monsters
ISBN: 978-1585363926

Author: Rachel Kolar
 A collection of thirteen classic nursery rhymes with Halloween twists, from “Mary, Mary, 
Tall and Scary” to “Wee Willie Werewolf.”

Real Quote #1: Frankenstein had a marvelous mind, and a marvelous mind had he

Real Quote #2: Zombie Miss Muffet sat on a tuffet, eating her worms and dirt.

Made-up Quote: The Queen of Ghosts, she made some toast on an October day

Odd Animal ABC’s
ISBN: 978-1-936669738

Author: June Smalls
 Odd animals, like aye-aye, kudu, and numbat, are taking over the alphabet and sending 
those classic animals packing.

Real Quote #1: Ack! A talking leaf!

Real Quote #2: Aren’t you a bit small for a dragon?

Made-up Quote: Elephant forgot the way.

Soccerverse: Poems about Soccer
ISBN: 978-1629792491

Author: Elizabeth Steinglass
	 Twenty-two	poems	in	thirteen	different	forms	about	all	aspects	of	the	beautiful	game!

Real Quote #1: I don’t want to look kicked. I want to look mean.

Real Quote #2: Sure, I smell like something dead but who cares?

Made-up Quote: Winning is like brand-new, unlicked ice cream cone.
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A Day for Skating
ISBN: 978-0-7636-9686-3

Author: Sarah Sullivan
 It’s a cold winter day and the frozen pond is crisscrossed by skaters.  A rhyming picture 
book about skating.

Real Quote #1: Children race.

Real Quote #2: In the bathtub, thaw your toes.

Made-up Quote: Last in line has quite a trip.

A Colorful Tail
ISBN: 978-0764357053

Author: Joan Waites
 A red fox in Monet’s garden wants to make the garden’s colors last. With help from Mon-
et, Fox learns to capture the beauty around him.

Real Quote #1: WHOOSH! A gust of wind whipped through the trees.

Real Quote #2: That night, a heavy rain poured down and the pond water rose.

Made-up Quote: The next day, Claude Monet had a picnic.

The Legend of the Fairy Stones
ISBN: 978-1642791952

Author: Kelly Anne White
 The Legend of the Fairy Stones blends whimsical art and lyrical verse to share the wood-
land lore of how real cross-shaped stones formed.

Real Quote #1: Once shades of dusk eclipsed their wings they rose to tend to fairy things.

Real Quote #2: O blessings a rhythmic melody brings to fairies that sing to harmony’s ring.

Made-up Quote: Fairy stones frown upon pointing and teasing; fairy stones smile when you 
do something pleasing.
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Middle Grade 2019/20

To the Copper Country--Mihaela’s Journey
ISBN: 978-0062656445

Author: Barbara Carney-Coston
 Unexpected immigration, and all its challenges, told through the eyes of an eleven year 
old girl in 1886 Michigan.

Real Quote #1: I have the family’s loudest stomach.

Real Quote #2: He said most of the berries are gone now--either picked by humans or eaten 
by bears.

Made-up Quote: Don’t chase that bear!

The Eleventh Trade
ISBN: 978-1250155764

Author: Alyssa Hollingsworth
 When his grandfather’s beloved instrument is stolen, newly-arrived refugee Sami embarks 
on a series of trades to try to get it back.

Real Quote #1: The music pours out of me, first as pain, then as delight as the notes free my 
spirit.

Real Quote #2: He walks like the streets are his, and I walk like, well, like they’re his, too.

Made-up Quote: The fireworks burst into red and gold above us, and I realize--I really like this.

John Adams & the Magic Bobblehead
ISBN: 978-0764355561

Author: Deborah Kalb
 Fifth-grader Ava learns about history, family, and more as she travels back in time to 
meet John and Abigail Adams.

Real Quote #1: The bobblehead began to splutter and shake off the drops of water.

Real Quote #2: And she and J.P. were not at the hotel, they were in Philadelphia in July 
1776.

Made-up Quote: Abigail grabbed the bobblehead away and frowned at it.
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Charlie & Frog
ISBN: 978-1368005821

Author: Karen Kane
 Two curious kids hone their sleuthing skills and learn American Sign Language to solve a 
mystery in Castle-on-the-Hudson.

Real Quote #1: “When crime is a fact, good people act”!

Real Quote #2: Charlie’s grandparents weren’t the only lousy ones. Charlie’s parents were 
lousy, too.

Made-up Quote: “If we are going to solve a murder mystery together, you need to learn 
Spanish,” Frog told Charlie.

Superheroes Don’t Eat Veggie Burgers
ISBN: 978-1-250-10419-9

Author: Gretchen Kelley
 Sixth grade can be tough, but Charlie Burger’s new found superpowers are going to help 
him get through it!

Real Quote #1: “You’re letting doubt get in the way of your imagination.”

Real Quote #2: Never show up at middle school if you’re not wearing underwear.

Made-up Quote: I think I’ve just  turned my sister into a hamster.

Super Jake & the King of Chaos
ISBN: 978-0762466153

Author: Naomi Milliner
 Eleven-year-old magician Ethan learns that real magic can be found in the most unex-
pected places.

Real Quote #1: I click tabs for past Magic Fests and watch videos of other  magicians my 
age performing on YouTube.

Real Quote #2: Dad says we have “a revolving door” of therapists.

Made-up Quote: I will be the best and coolest magician ever.
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Operation Oleander
ISBN: 978-0-547-24437-2 (Hardcover) 978-0-544-43935-1 (pbk)

Author: Valerie O. Patterson
 Jess organizes a collection for school supplies for an orphanage in Afghanistan; but 
when soldiers deliver them, things go terribly wrong.

Real Quote #1: Life is too short not to plant flowers.

Real Quote #2: I will call them all by name.

Made-up Quote: Charity isn’t worth it.

Nikki On The Line
ISBN: 978-0-316-52190-1

Author: Barbara Carroll Roberts
	 When	she	joins	an	elite	basketball	team,	Nikki	needs	to	find	a	new	way	to	compete.

Real Quote #1: “What’s wrong with your eyes?”

Real Quote #2: “Good arm, but the girl’s a black hole on the basketball court.”

Made-up Quote: “Too many players on the court.”

YounG adult 2019/20

Bewitching Hannah
ISBN: 978-1987976311

Author: Leigh Goff
 Being a witch is the last thing Hannah wants, but it’s the only thing that will save her.

Real Quote #1: “Consider this your Queen J test--if you win you can be the leader, but if you 
lose, you die.”

Real Quote #2: “The curse is what you meant when you told me fate didn’t deal you a fair 
hand.”

Made-up Quote: “I plucked two eyes from a newt and added them to your Cheerios.”
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No Place Like Here
ISBN: 978-0310766926

Author: Christina June
 A modern Hansel & Gretl: Ashlyn spends her summer working at a wilderness retreat 
center with her cousin while working through family drama.

Real Quote #1: If my life was going to hell in a hand basket, I’d look cute on the journey.

Real Quote #2: He was like a human harness.

Made-up Quote: I worked in pixels, not paints.

Castle of Concrete
ISBN: 978-0999541630

Author: Katia Raina
 In falling-apart Soviet Russia, a Jewish girl falls for a boy who may be anti-Semitic.

Real Quote #1: Demons live in the quiet pond, as they say.

Real Quote #2: No more boys, no more tangled feelings.

Made-up Quote: I am Jewish, and proud of it.

The Tombs
ISBN: 978-0062656445

Author: Deborah Schaumberg
 In 1882 New York, a young aura seer must free her mother from The Tombs where seers 
are being experimented upon and used against their will.

Real Quote #1: “True strength lies with those who can make people see the right thing to 
do.”

Real Quote #2: “If I lose her, I lose part of myself.”

Made-up Quote: “My rage boiled down into a tight hot feeling in my fist and I curled my 
fingers around it.”
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Women Heroes of the US Army: Remarkable Soldiers from the Ameri-
can Revolution to Today

ISBN: 978-0914091240

Author: Ann McCallum Staats
 Chronicling the critical role women have played in strengthening the US Army, this book 
shares the story of incredible trailblazers.

Real Quote #1: Since earliest times, women had been wounded, even killed, in battle.

Real Quote #2: Citizens are urged to remain calm and avoid unnecessary confusion due to 
hysteria.

Made-up Quote: In 2016 Ann Dunwoody was the first female to achieve the rank of four-
star general.


